Pink² (Pink Squared) Hat Pattern
by Mandy Harvey [http://mandysknits.blogspot.com/]

Supplies:
Cascade Sierra Pima Cotton in 2 contrasting Colors
US Size 7 circular needles and size 7 dpn
A tapestry needle

Abbreviations:
MC: main color
CC: contrasting color
PM: place marker

Cast on 82 stitches
Place marker and join in the round, being careful not to twist the stitches
Work a K2 P2 rib for 1”
Switch to stockenette, and continue for 2 1/2”
Beginning of the next round:
*K2 MC, K2 CC, repeat from *
Round 2 *K2 MC, K2 CC, repeat from *
Round 3 Knit all in MC whole round
Round 4 & 5 *K2 CC, K2 MC repeat from *
Round 6 K all in MC whole round
Round 7 & 8 *K2 MC, K2 CC, repeat from *
Round 9-12 K all in MC

Decreasing Rounds
Round 1 *K8, k 2; repeat from *
Round 2 *K7, k 2 tog; repeat from *
Round 3 Knit
Round 4 *K6, k 2 tog; repeat from *
Round 5 *K 5, k 2 tog; repeat from *
Round 6 Knit
Round 7 *K4, K 2 tog; repeat from *
Round 8 *K3, k 2 tog; repeat from *
Round 9 Knit
Round 10 *K2, K2 tog; repeat from *
Round 11 K1, K2 tog; repeat from *
Round 12 Knit
Round 13 K2 tog to end

Slip to tapestry needle and weave in all the ends,
Hand wash and lay flat to dry. Enjoy your new hat!!

If you have any questions or if you find a mistake in my pattern (this is the first one I have written) feel free to email me
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